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Girl see the signs I'm on your side 
all them other runners you can leave them behind all 
right, cause they cloud up your mind 
oh baby well speedlimit is all up to you 
you said it and thats what we will do 
tonight so you can cruise or we can fly...Yeah... 
baby don't be afraid I got the wheel 
trust and believe i know how you feel 
so i, i'm still down to ride 

girl we aint in a rush we can take it slow 
you cut your feelings somewhere down the road ?? 
so i, i'm down for the ride 
girl they say i hit and run but its alright 
feel you hesitiating 
i dont know and i dont know why 
but when its wrong well leave from here 
its obviously clear 
that your going my way 

were reaching 80 on the clock 
at this figure how the hell we gone stop 
sunset is going down on me 
clock stoppinh getting hard to breath ??? 
loosing control cant stay restrained 
pumping the breaks, legs start to shake come on 
dont wanna let go just hold on 
if your nervous switichin lanes just let me know 
your in the hands of a professional tonight 

girl im down to ride 

girl we aint in a rush we can take it slow 
you cut your feelings somewhere down the road ?? 
so i, i'm down for the ride 
girl they say i hit and run but its alright 
feel you hesitiating 
i dont know and i dont know why 
but when its wrong well leave from here 
its obviously clear 
girl that your going my way 
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girl i know you feel were moving way too fast 
but i dont wanna wait no longer girl, it only a matter of
time 
if you could just relax 
youll see girl with me that your in good hands 

girl we aint in a rush we can take it slow 
you cut your feelings somewhere down the road ?? 
so i, i'm down for the ride 
girl they say i hit and run but its alright 
feel you hesitiating 
i dont know and i dont know why 
but when its wrong well leave from here 
its obviously clear 
that your going my way
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